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Abstract—We study the anchor-free localization problem for a
large-scale sensor network with a complex shape, knowing net-
work connectivity information only. The main idea follows from
our previous work [19] in which a subset of the nodes are selected
as landmarks and the sensor field is partitioned intoVoronoi cells
with all the nodes closest to the same landmark grouped into the
same cell. We extract thecombinatorial Delaunay complex as
the dual complex of the landmark Voronoi diagram and embed
the combinatorial Delaunay complex as a structural skeleton. In
this paper we develop a new landmark selection algorithm with
incremental Delaunay refinement method. This algorithm does
not assume any knowledge of the network boundary and runs in a
distributed manner to select landmarks incrementally until both
the global rigidity property (the Delaunay complex is globally
rigid and thus can be embedded uniquely) and the coverage
property (every node is not far from the embedded Delaunay
complex) are met. The new algorithm substantially improvesthe
robustness and applicability of the original localizationalgorithm,
especially in networks with very low average degree (even non-
rigid networks) and complex shapes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The location of sensor nodes is an indispensable component
for both network operation and sensor data integrity. In this
paper we study the network localization problem for a large-
scale sensor network with a complex shape. We do not assume
any anchor nodes with known locations and use only network
connectivity information to recover the relative positioning of
all the nodes. Thus we require no extra hardware supplements
(e.g., for angle or distance measurements) and investigatea
fundamental problem: can the network geometry be recon-
structed using network connectivity alone? This is a simple
yet very challenging setting for network localization.

A major challenge in anchor-free localization is to handle
possible flip ambiguities. Two triangles sharing an edge can
be embedded in two possible ways, with the two triangles
on the same side, or on opposite sides of the common edge.
In general, whether a graph has a unique embedding or not is
investigated in graph rigidity theory[16]. A graph is rigid in 2D
if a realization of the graph in the plane cannot be continuously
deformed without changing the lengths of the edges. A graph
is globally rigid if it has a unique embedding in the plane given
the edge lengths. Graph rigidity in 2D has been relatively well
understood. Both a combinatorial characterization of globally
rigid graphs and polynomial algorithms for testing such graphs
are known[6], [17]. It is however not trivial to apply these
rigidity results in the development of efficient localization
algorithms. Given a graph with the edge lengths specified,
finding a valid graph realization inRd for a fixed dimension

d is an NP-complete problem[4], [5], [23]. Even if we know
that a graph is globally rigid in 2D, there is no known efficient
algorithm to find the realization of the graph with the given
edge lengths.

The pioneer work of using rigidity theory in network local-
ization [3], [7], [9], [14], [15], [20], [25] focuses on identifying
special graphs that do admit efficient localization algorithms.
The first idea is to use trilateration graphs[9], [14], [15], [20]. A
trilateration graph is defined recursively. It is either a triangle
or a trilateration graph with a trilateration extension, defined
as adding an additional vertex with three edges to existing
vertices. If the network contains a trilateration graph, one can
exhaustively search for the ‘seed’ triangle in the graph and
greedily find the trilateration extensions. Thus an incremental
algorithm can be adopted to find the realization of the network.
A trilateration graph is a stronger condition than global rigidity
(i.e., there are globally rigid graphs that are not trilateration
graphs), and thus may require more edges than necessary to
uniquely embed the graph. The second idea is to examined-
uniquely localizable graphs. A graph with known edge lengths
is called uniquelyd-localizable if there is a unique realization
of the graph inRd and there is no non-trivial realization inRk

with k > d. For example, a generic simplex ofd+1 vertices is
uniquelyd-localizable. For uniquelyd-localizable graphs, So
and Ye[7], [25] have shown that a semi-definite program is able
to find the realization. It is not known whetherd-localizability
is a generic property and it is not clear whether there is a
combinatorial characterization of graphs that ared-localizable.
Both approaches require that the network has sufficiently many
edges to be globally rigid.

The work in this paper is a follow-up of our previous
work [19] in which we proposed a framework for connectivity-
based anchor-free localization with a different approach.We
select some sensor nodes aslandmarks and compute the
Voronoi diagram with all the nodes closest to the same
landmark grouped into the same Voronoi cell. We extract
the combinatorial Delaunay complex1 as the dual complex of
the landmark Voronoi diagram – there is a Delaunay edge
(or in general ak-simplex) between two (ork) landmarks
if their Voronoi cells share some common nodes. In contrast
with the previous rigidity work ongraphs, we focus on
the global rigidity property of thecombinatorial Delaunay

1The Delaunay complex is defined in the notion of abstract simplicial com-
plex [8]. A setα is an (abstract)simplexwith dimensiondimα = card α−1,
i.e., the number of elements inα minus 1. A finite systemA of finite sets is
an abstract simplicial complexif α ∈ A andβ ⊆ α implies β ∈ A.
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complex, that has high-order topological structures (such as
Delaunay triangles) compared with graphs that do not (having
only vertices and edges). The combinatorial Delaunaycomplex
may be globally rigid when the combinatorial Delaunaygraph
is not. See Figure 1 for an illustration. As opposed to the
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Fig. 1. Two Delaunay triangles△uvw and△uvp sharing an edge. The first
figure is the only valid embedding, for in a simplicial complex two simplices
can only intersect at a common face. The graph is not globallyrigid.

graph rigidity approaches discussed earlier, this approach does
not explicitly require that the network to be embedded is
globally rigid. This sheds some light on providing reasonable
localization results when the network has low node density
(even uniformly sparse but non-rigid graphs such as a grid-
like network with punched holes).

In [19] we proposed an algorithm for landmark selection to
guarantee that the generated combinatorial Delaunay complex
is globally rigid and admits a unique realization in the plane.
This leads to an algorithm to put together the Delaunay
triangles in an incremental manner which helps localize the
rest of the nodes in the network. The algorithm for selecting
landmarks first uses a boundary detection algorithm[10]–
[13], [18], [26] to identify the network boundary nodes and
then selects the landmarks to be aγ-sample withγ < 1.
Specifically, every boundary node has a landmark within its
inner local feature size, defined as the distance to the closest
node on the medial axis (which is the collection of nodes with
two or more closest nodes on the boundary). More details on
this algorithm and comparison to our new algorithm in this
paper will be further explained in the next section.

The dependency on the boundary detection algorithm puts
limitations on the applicability of the localization algorithm as
in the case of extremely low density networks, where boundary
detection algorithms do not work well. Examples of some
of these cases were shown in[19]. The main contribution
in this paper is an incremental landmark selection algorithm
that does not assume knowledge of the network boundary. In
particular, we start with no knowledge of the network topology
(whether there are holes or how many there are, etc.) and
develop local conditions to test whether a node should be
included as a new landmark. The landmarks selected naturally
adapt to the local geometry of the network, with a higher
density of landmark nodes selected in regions with more
detailed and complex features. This new landmark selection
algorithm greatly enhances the robustness of our algorithm
in cases of extremely sparse or even non-rigid networks, or
networks with very complicated shapes that are challengingfor
boundary detection algorithms. We are not aware of any other
localization algorithms using only connectivity information
with comparable performance. We demonstrate the improved
performance of our algorithm in various network settings in
the simulation section.

II. L OCALIZATION BY DELAUNAY COMPLEX

In this section we use a continuous setting to go though
the framework of network localization by the combinatorial
Delaunay complex and provide the theoretical foundation of
the incremental Delaunay refinement algorithm. The algorithm
implementation in the network setting is elaborated on in the
next section. The sensor field is assumed to be a continuous
domainR ∈ R

2 with perhaps some interior holes. For any two
pointsp, q ∈ R, we denote by|pq| their Euclidean distance and
d(p, q) the geodesicdistance (shortest path distance) between
them insideR. The geodesic distance is an analog of the
minimum hop count distance in the discrete setting. A ball
centered at a pointp of radiusr, denoted byBr(p), contains
all the points within geodesic distancer from p.

The boundary ofR is denoted as∂R and may have multiple
cycles. Theinner medial axisof R is the collection of points
in R that have two or more closest points on the boundary
∂R. The inner local feature sizeof a pointp ∈ ∂R, denoted
by ILFS(p), is the distance fromp to the inner medial axis
of R. A set of landmarksL on the boundary∂R is called
a γ-sample2 if for any point p ∈ ∂R, there is at least one
landmark within distanceγ · ILFS(p) from p.

SupposeL is a set of landmarks on the domain boundary
∂R, the Voronoi cell of a landmarku, denoted asV (u),
includes all the points that haveu as a closest landmark:

V (u) = {p ∈ R | d(p, u) ≤ d(p, v), ∀v ∈ L, v 6= u}.

The collection of Voronoi cells is denoted as the landmark
Voronoi diagramV (L) for the setL of landmarks. A point is
called aVoronoi vertexif it has equal distance to at least three
landmarks. The Voronoi vertices insideR are called theinner
Voronoi vertices. A ball Br(p) centered at an inner Voronoi
vertexp with radiusr equivalent to the distance fromp to the
closest landmarks is called aVoronoi ball.

∂R

Fig. 2. Left: The Voronoi graph (shown in dashed lines) and the Delaunay
complex for a set of landmarks on the boundary∂R. The Delaunay simplices
(vertices, edges, triangles, tetrahedrons) are shaded. Right: The union of
Voronoi balls approximately covers the domainR.

The combinatorial Delaunay complexof the landmarksL,
denoted byDC(L), is the collection of sets

DC(L) = {α ⊆ L | ∩u∈α V (u) 6= ∅}.

In other words, a setα ⊆ S is a Delaunay simplex if the
intersection of the Voronoi cells of landmarks ofα is non-
empty. The Delaunay complex has naturally 0-dimensional

2Notice that the definition ofγ-sample is different from the typical
definition in geometric processing[1], [2] where the local feature size is
used. The medial axis for a domainR has two parts, one insideR and one
outsideR. For our setting we do not have access to the part of the medial
axis outside ofR and we can only use the inner local feature size.
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simplices such as the landmarks, 1-dimensional simplices
such as Delaunay edges, and 2-dimensional simplices such as
Delaunay triangles, and possibly higher order simplices such
as tetrahedrons. See Figure 2 for an example.

A. γ-sample, rigidity and coverage

In our previous work [19], we show a framework for
network localization by embedding the Delaunay complex
DC(L) extracted from the network connectivity. The main
result in [19] is a proof that when the landmarks are selected
as aγ-sample of the domainR with γ < 1, the Delaunay
complexDC(L) is globally rigid and thus admits a unique
realization in the plane. This establishes the foundation of the
localization algorithm as we can now embed the Delaunay
complex incrementally and then localize the entire network
with the Delaunay complex as a structural skeleton.

For localization, we also want that the Delaunay complex
provides good ‘coverage’ of the sensor field in the sense that
every node is not very far from the Delaunay complex, so that
the Delaunay complex faithfully represents the network shape.
In particular, we takeB to denote the union of all the Voronoi
balls, andU the shape of the union of these balls. As we will
prove later, theγ-sample guarantees that the union of Voronoi
balls is a good approximation ofR and the approximation is
improved as the density of landmarks increases. See Figure 2
(ii) for an example. Rigorously, we define that the Delaunay
complexDC(L) δ-coversR if every point x ∈ R will be
within distance(1 + δ) · r from the centerp of a Voronoi ball
Br(p), wherer is the radius of this Voronoi ball.

Using the union of the Voronoi balls to approximate the
shapeR was initially proposed in geometric processing and
computer graphics[2]. It has been shown that the errors
in the position and normal of the surface ofU with R is
bounded everywhere, given sufficiently dense samples on the
∂R. However, we cannot directly apply the results in[2] as
there are a couple of differences with our setting. First, the
metric we are working with is the geodesic shortest path
metric, instead of the Euclidean metric used in[2]. In addition,
as we only have sensors in the interior ofR, we do not have
access to the part of medial axis that is outsideR and we
are only able to use the inner local feature size to define the
γ-sample.

Before we prove the coverage theorem, let us first under-
stand the boundary of the union of ballsU . The boundary of
U contains some circular arcs from the balls inB. We first
characterize what arc can possibly stay on the boundary ofU .
Each Voronoi edge inV (L) has two endpoints, being either a
Voronoi vertex or a point on the boundary∂R. A Voronoi edge
with two Voronoi vertex endpoints is called aninner edge. A
Voronoi edge with two endpoints on the boundary is called
an outer edge. A Voronoi edge with both a Voronoi vertex
and a point on the boundary is called amixed edge. For each
Voronoi ball B, the three landmarks partition its boundary
∂B into three circular arcs. We label the arc between two
landmarksu, v with the label of the Voronoi edge ofu, v as
either inner, outer, or mixed. We now claim that only mixed

arcs can possibly appear on∂U . First realize that the interior
points of an inner arc cannot stay on the boundary ofU , since
the arc is enclosed inside the union of the two Voronoi balls
that go throughu, v. Second if we chooseγ < 1, then the
Voronoi diagram insideR is connected as proved in Corollary
2.10 in[19]. Thus there cannot be an outer edge inV (L), since
this edge will be disconnected from the rest of the Voronoi
diagram. Now for a Voronoi ballBr(p) with a mixed edge
between landmarksu, v we define apie as the set of points
in R bounded by the boundary segment betweenu, v and the
shortest paths fromp to u, v. Only the points inside a pie with
a mixed arc can possibly stay outsideU . See Figure 3. Notice
that in the case of a degeneracy, a Voronoi ball can have four
or more landmarks. The classification of edges and the proof
later are the same in that case.

Theorem 2.1. For a connected regionR ⊆ R
2, we select land-

marksL as aγ-sample on the region boundary∂R with γ < 1.
Then the Delaunay complexδ-coversR, with δ = 2γ/(1− γ).

Proof: We first prove the claim for points on∂R.
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Fig. 3. Any x is within distance
δ · r from a Voronoi ball. A pie
between a mixed arĉuv is shown
in shade.

Consider a pointx on ∂R in
between two landmarksu, v, as
shown in Figure 3. Lemma 2.8
in [19] says that there is a
Voronoi vertex p with u, v as
two closest landmarks and the
Voronoi edge with respect tou, v
is a mixed edge. Without loss
of generality we assume thatx’s
closest landmark isu. By theγ-
sample property,d(u, x) ≤ γ ·
ILFS(x).

Now we assume by contradiction thatd(p, x) > (1 + δ)r.
Thusγ ·IFLS(x) ≥ d(u, x) ≥ d(p, x)−d(p, u) > (1+ δ)r−
r = δr by the triangle inequality. ThusILFS(x) > δr/γ.

We also know that the inner local feature size is a 1-
Lipschitz function (by triangle inequality, proof omitted). That
is, ILFS(x) ≤ ILFS(u) + d(u, x). As we know that the
Voronoi ball Br(p) touches three landmarks and contains at
least one point on the medial axis inR, ILFS(u) ≤ 2r.
Thus we have,ILFS(x) ≤ 2r+γ ·ILFS(x). Combining the
inequalities, we haveδr/γ < IFLS(x) ≤ 2r/(1 − γ). That
gives usδ < 2γ/(1 − γ), a contradiction.

If the claim is true for all points on∂R, it is true for all
points inR. Suppose otherwise, then there is a pointy in the
interior of R that is notδ-covered.y can only possibly stay
inside a pie, as shown in Figure 3. Then there must be another
point x ∈ ∂R such thaty stays on the geodesic shortest path
from p to x. Thusy is covered byBr(p), the same Voronoi
ball that coversx.

B. Landmark selection for both rigidity and coverage

Based on the previous discussion, there are two desirable
criteria, namely, global rigidity and coverage, for the final
Delaunay complex. In this subsection we investigatelocal
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conditions for landmark selection to guarantee both rigidity
and good coverage of the induced Delaunay complex:

1) Local Voronoi edge connectivity: The Voronoi edges
for each landmarku form a connected set.

2) Local Voronoi ball coverage: Each nodex inside a
Voronoi cellV (u) is δ-covered by a Voronoi ballBr(p),
wherep is a Voronoi vertex with landmarku.

We first show that if both conditions are satisfied for a set of
landmarksL, then the Delaunay complexDC(L) satisfies both
the global rigidity and coverage property. This is relatively
straightforward. After this, we examine how to design a
landmark selection algorithm to meet these conditions.

1) Rigidity of the Delaunay complex:When the local
Voronoi edge connectivity condition is met, we argue that the
Delaunay complex is globally rigid. To do that, we will make
use of a theorem proved in[19]:

Theorem 2.2. [Global Rigidity] If V (L) is connected inside
R, the Delaunay complexDC(L) is globally rigid.

The local Voronoi edge connectivity immediately implies the
global Voronoi edge connectivity. If otherwise, there must
be one landmark whose Voronoi edges have two or more
connected components, since the union of all the Voronoi
cells isR. Thus the local Voronoi edge connectivity condition
implies the global rigidity ofDC(L).

2) Coverage of the Delaunay complex:If the local Voronoi
ball coverage condition is met for every Voronoi cell, then the
coverage property of the Delaunay complex follows directly.

3) Incremental Delaunay refinement algorithm:Since both
conditions can be tested locally, we naturally have the fol-
lowing incremental landmark selection algorithm: for each
Voronoi cell V (u),

1) If the first condition is not met, the Voronoi edges with
u have two or more connected components. Since each
Voronoi edge has either a Voronoi vertex or a point on
∂R as endpoints, we select, among all the endpoints of
Voronoi edges ofu on ∂R, the one that isfurthestfrom
u as a new landmark.

2) If the first condition is met, we check the sec-
ond condition. Among all the points that violate
the local Voronoi ball coverage condition, we select
the one that is least covered as a new landmark:
maxx minBr(p){δ

′ |d(x, p) = (1 + δ′)r}. That is, for
each such pointx, we choose the Voronoi ballBr(p)
with p such thatd(x, p) = (1 + δ′)r with smallest
possibleδ′. And we select the pointx with the largest
suchδ′.

This landmark selection algorithm always selects landmarks
on the network boundary3 but it does not require the detection
of the network boundary, nor does it require the knowledge
of the medial axis and local feature size, whose computation

3Landmarks added by condition 1 will be on∂R for sure. For the landmarks
added by the 2nd condition, by the same argument as in Theorem2.1 the
points outside the Voronoi balls must be inside the pies. Andthe least
uncovered point stays on the region boundary∂R.

is sensitive to noise. New landmarks in different Voronoi cells
can be inserted in parallel as the algorithm executes locally
inside each Voronoi cell. Thus the new landmark selection
method is more robust and practical compared with theγ-
sampling used in our previous algorithm. Of course when the
algorithm terminates, it produces a set of landmarksL so that
the Delaunay complexDC(L) has both the global rigidity and
the coverage property. Next, we show the algorithm terminates
and has bounded landmark density.

4) Landmark density by incremental refinement:Here we
show that every landmarkq added by the incremental algo-
rithm is not sufficiently covered by existing landmarks, i.e.,
the distance to its closest landmark is at leastγ · ILFS(q) for
an appropriate parameterγ < 1/3. If a pointx ∈ ∂R is within
γ · ILFS(x) from any landmark, we sayx is γ-covered.

We first state a useful Lemma.

Lemma 2.3. [Lemma 6.1 in[19]] Given a diskB containing
at least two points on∂R, for each connected component of
B ∩R, either it contains a point on the inner medial axis, or its
intersection with∂R is connected.

Lemma 2.4. If a Voronoi cellV (u) violates the local Voronoi
edge connectivity condition, the new landmarkq selected is not
covered by any landmark withinγ ·ILFS(q), for anyγ < 1/3.

Proof: Since the boundary of the Voronoi cellV (u) is
composed of segments on∂R and the Voronoi edgesu, V (u)
must have two or more connected components on the domain
boundary∂R as well. Take a Voronoi edge endpointp that
stays on a different boundary segment withu. d(u, p) ≤
d(u, q) since q is the furthest such endpoint. See Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. The new landmark
q is not γ-covered forγ <
1/3.

We take a ballBr(p) with r =
d(u, p). Br(p) intersects the bound-
ary ∂R in two or more connected
pieces, since bothu andp are inside.
By Lemma 2.3 there is a point on the
inner medial axis insideBr(p). That
meansILFS(p) < d(u, p). Since
IFLS is 1-Lipschitz, ILFS(u) ≤
IFLS(p) + d(u, p) < 2d(u, p). Ap-
ply this again we getILFS(q) ≤
IFLS(u)+d(u, q) < 3d(u, q). Thus
the claim is proved.

Lemma 2.5. If a Voronoi cellV (u) for a landmarku violates
the local Voronoi ball coverage condition, the new landmarkq
selected is not covered by any landmark withinγ · ILFS(q),
γ = δ/(2 + δ).

Proof: If q is selected as the new landmark,d(u, q) >
(1 + δ)r for any Voronoi vertexp of the landmarku, r =
d(p, u) is the radius of the Voronoi ball atp. Now we have
by triangle inequalityd(q, u) ≥ d(p, q) − d(p, u) > δr. That
is, r < d(q, u)/δ. Similar to the argument in Theorem 2.1,
ILFS(q) ≤ d(q, u) + 2r < (1 + 2/δ)d(q, u). Thus,d(q, u) >
γ · ILFS(q) with γ = δ/(2 + δ).

The above results show that our local conditions do identify
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points on the boundary that need to beγ-covered forγ < 1/3.
If the inner local feature size for any pointx ∈ ∂R is at least
ε for some fixedε, then the incremental Delaunay refinement
algorithm will eventually terminate, as every new landmark
included covers at least an interval of length2ε centered at
itself. This procedure cannot go on indefinitely.

r

u v

p

Fig. 5. The landmark set
may not be aγ-sample of
∂R. The local feature size
for points on the segments
betweenu, v is smaller than
the distance tou or v.

We remark that the algorithm will
certainly terminate when the land-
mark set is aγ-sample for anyγ < 1,
but it may also terminate before that
if both the rigidity and coverage con-
ditions are met, as shown in Figure 5.
This can be understood in terms of
our algorithm picking up the major
geometric features and ignoring the
noisy features ofR. The rigidity and
coverage properties guarantee that
the reconstructed Delaunay complex
will approximateR and are what we
really care about in our localization algorithm. Theγ-sample
for R can be much denser than what is needed in practice.

Last we show that the landmark set generated by the
incremental algorithm has bounded density.

Theorem 2.6. SupposeL is the generated landmark set by the
incremental algorithm. If any landmark fromL is removed,
then it is not aγ′-sample of∂R, with γ′ = γ/(1 + γ),
γ < max(1/3, δ/(2 + δ)).

Proof: For the last landmarkq inserted, by Lemma 2.4
and Lemma 2.5, it is not within distanceγ · ILFS(q) of any
existing landmark. Sinceγ > γ′ the claim is true forq.

For any landmarkq′ added beforeq, we knowd(q, q′) >
γ · ILFS(q), sinceq is added withq′ already present in the
current landmark set. SinceIFLS is 1-Lipschitz, we have
IFLS(q′) ≤ IFLS(q) + d(q, q′) < (1 + 1/γ) · d(q, q′).
Therefore,d(q, q′) > γ′ · IFLS(q). Notice that this argument
is true for any pair of landmarksq, q′ with q added afterq′.
Thus for q′, the distance to any landmark inL is at least
greater thanγ′ · IFLS(q′). The claim is true.

III. I NCREMENTAL DELAUNAY REFINEMENT

A. Algorithm description

Suppose a large number of sensor nodes are scattered in a
geometric region, where nearby nodes can directly communi-
cate with each other. Similar to our previous work[19], we
do not enforce that the communication graph follows the unit
disk graph model (in our simulations we use both a quasi-UDG
model and a probabilistic radio model), nor do we assume any
knowledge of the node locations or inter-distances. Our goal
is to discover the location of the nodes in the sensor field,
using the local connectivity information alone.

The basic idea is to select landmarks incrementally in
the network until both the global rigidity and the coverage
property are satisfied as described in Section II. The biggest
difference between this paper and our previous one is that
the new landmark selection algorithm does not depend on

the success of boundary detection or the knowledge of the
local feature size. Thus the new algorithm is more robust in
practice, and yet still captures the geometry of the network.
Next we will explain each step of the algorithm in detail.
Unless specified otherwise, all the distances are by default
measured by the geodesic distance, which is approximated by
the minimum hop count between two nodes.

1) Select initial landmarks:We start with two landmarks
arbitrarily selected on the boundary. In order to guaranteethese
two starting landmarks are definitely on the boundary, we flood
the network from a random noder and find the farthest node
p from r, p must be on the network boundary. Then we flood
from p and find the farthest nodeq from p. q will be on the
boundary as well. We usep andq as our two initial landmarks.
See Figure 6(i)

2) Compute Voronoi diagram:Once we have some land-
marks, we calculate the landmark Voronoi diagram in a dis-
tributed way. Each landmark learns of its closest landmark(s)
and all the nodes with the same closest landmark are naturally
classified to be in the same Voronoi cell. Recall that the land-
marks are included incrementally. A new landmark initiates
a flood message which is propagated only inside its Voronoi
cell—when a node receiving this message sees that its hop
count to some preexisting landmark is equal or smaller, then
the message is dropped. As more landmarks are included, the
size of Voronoi cells decreases, and so does the communication
cost.

Nodes with more than one closest landmarks lie on a
Voronoi edge or vertex. Although the straightforward defi-
nition of Voronoi vertexis a node with equal distance to at
least three landmarks, one robustness concern is that there
may not be a node that qualifies for this definition by the
discrete network hop count measure. In[19] we proposed a
merging heuristic to get Voronoi vertices. Here we refine this
process with rigor and propose the following witness definition
to guarantee the existence of Voronoi vertices.

Definition 3.1. A node p is called a 2-witness for a pair
of landmark{u, v}, if d(p, u), d(p, v) are among the topm
smallest hop count distances from landmarks top and these hop
count distances differ at most byβ2. β2 is called the relaxation
parameter for 2-witnesses.

In other words, we denote byℓi(p) the set of landmarks
with the i-th smallest distance top anddi(p) the i-th smallest
distance from landmarks top. Then a nodep is the 2-witness
for all pairs of landmarks inL2 = ∪m

i=1ℓi(p) such thatdm(p)−
d1(p) ≤ β2 and dm+1(p) − d1(p) > β2. We call L2 the 2-
witness landmark setfor p. p witnesses every pair inL2.

The boundary of a Voronoi cell of a landmarku is the
collection of 2-witnesses withu in their landmark set. With the
2-witnesses we will detect 3-witnesses for triples of landmarks,
a.k.a. the Voronoi vertices, by properly merging neighboring
2-witnesses with different landmark sets. In general we define
a k-witness as follows, fork ≥ 3.

Definition 3.2. A nodep is called ak-witnessfor a tuple of
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(i) (ii) (iii) (vi) (v)
Fig. 6. Step by Step Incremental Delaunay Refinement Method. The number of nodes is 3887. The connectivity follows a unit disk graph model with average
node degree 7.5. (i) Start with two landmarks on the boundaryarbitrarily. (ii) The final Voronoi diagram when the algorithm stops. (iii) The Delaunay edges
extracted from the Voronoi cells of the landmarks. (iv) Embedding Result. (v) All nodes localized.

k landmarks, ifp is a k − 1-witness and thek landmarks are
among the topm closest landmark setLk = ∪m

i=1ℓi(p) with
dm(p) − d1(p) ≤ β3, dm+1(p) − d1(p) > β3. βk is called the
relaxation parameter fork-witnesses.Lk is called thek-witness
landmark set forp.

The parametersβk are appropriately chosen as explained be-
low. By the analog of the continuous case, the 2-witnesses cor-
respond to the 1-dimensional Voronoi edges. Thek-witnesses
for k ≥ 3 correspond to 0-dimensional Voronoi vertices.
Thus we hope that the collection of 2-witnesses for each
landmark (i.e., its Voronoi edges) is connected, and that the
k-witnesses withk ≥ 3 for different k-tuples form isolated
connected components that separate 2-witness groups with
different landmark set.

To show this we first give a number of observations.

Lemma 3.3. If βk ≥ 1, there cannot be two neighboringk-
witnessesp, q such that the landmark sets they witness do not
share any common landmark.

Proof: We will just prove this forβ2 as the proof is the
same for otherk. Assume by contradiction that the set of
landmarksp witnessesL2(p) and the setL2(q) thatq witnesses
do not share any common landmark. We takeu1 ∈ ℓ1(p) and
u2 ∈ ℓ1(q). We haved(q, u2) + 1 ≥ d(p, u2), sincep, q are
neighboring nodes. Also sinceu2 is not amongL2(p), we have
d(p, u2) > d(p, u1) + β2. With similar argument we have

d(q, u2) + 1 ≥ d(p, u2) > d(p, u1) + β2

≥ d(q, u1) − 1 + β2 > d(q, u2) + 2β2 − 1.

Thusβ2 < 1. This shows a contradiction.
Now we examine what nodes among the 2-witnesses are

selected to be 3-witnesses. The Voronoi boundary of each
landmark is required to be connected, therefore, we group the
2-witnesses for each landmarku by the set of landmarks they
witness. Adjacent 2-witnesses that witness different landmark
sets will be selected as 3-witnesses with a properly selected
relaxation parameterβ3. We chooseβ2 = 1.

Lemma 3.4. If there are two neighboring 2-witness nodesp, q
that witness different landmark set, i.e.,L2(p) 6= L2(q), and
β3 = 2β2 + 2, p, q are both 3-witnesses of the landmarks in
L2(p) ∪ L2(q).

Proof: By Lemma 3.3, there is a landmarku such that
u ∈ L2(p) ∩ L2(q). Chooseu2 ∈ L2(p) \ L2(q) and u3 ∈

L2(q) \ L2(p). Now we have,

d(p, u3) ≤ d(q, u3) + 1 ≤ d(q, u1) + β2 + 1
≤ d(p, u1) + β2 + 2 ≤ d1(p) + 2β2 + 2.

Thus u3 ∈ L3(p). With a symmetric argumentu2 ∈ L3(q).
Therefore bothp and q are 3-witnesses of the landmarks in
L2(p) ∪ L2(q).

Therefore, the Voronoi boundary of a landmark will have
connected components of 2-witnesses (with the same witness
landmark set) connected by 3-witnesses. Intuitively, thiscor-
responds to Voronoi edges connected by Voronoi vertices.
We will perform this witness selection operation further so
that among the 3-witnesses, neighboring nodes with different
witness landmark sets will be identified as 4-witnesses, if
β4 = 2β3 + 2. Each connected component ofk-witnesses
with the same landmark set will generate the corresponding
Delaunay simplices. The witness identification procedure con-
tinues until the groups ofk-witnesses with the same witness
landmark set are isolated components.

The witness identification algorithm only uses local in-
formation. With the witnesses identified, we can output the
combinatorial Delaunay complex as we will explain later.

3) Select more landmarks incrementally:With the Voronoi
diagram from the initial 2 landmarks, we then select more
landmarks incrementally. Corresponding to Section II, foreach
landmarku and its Voronoi cellV (u), we check:

• If the 2-witnesses (a.k.a. Voronoi edges) ofu are not
connected (this can be checked by having each connected
component of the union ofu’s Voronoi edges send a mes-
sage tou), we choose among all nodes that are endpoints
of Voronoi edges lying on the network boundary4 and
select the one furthest fromu as a new landmark.

• If the 2-witnesses ofu are connected, we check each
point p in Voronoi cell V (u) and any Voronoi vertexv
associated withu. We select pointp as the new landmark
if p is furthest away from any relaxed Voronoi ball
B(1+δ)r(v) among all points that are not yetδ-covered
by Voronoi balls ofu. Herer is the hop-count distance
betweenu andv.

As the conditions are local, new landmarks can be selected
in different Voronoi cells in parallel. The Voronoi diagramis
then updated until no more landmarks are selected.

4Notice that we can discover such nodes as each Voronoi edge isa
connected set of 2-witnesses with the same landmark set, whose endpoints
are either3-witnesses or nodes on the network boundary.
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Figure 6 (ii) is the final Voronoi diagram when the landmark
selection stops. The Delaunay edges extracted from the final
Voronoi diagram are shown in Figure 6 (iii). When the
algorithm stops, both the global rigidity and good coverage
are guaranteed.

4) Extract Delaunay complex:When all the landmarks are
in place and the final Voronoi diagram is computed, using the
witnesses we identified earlier, each connected component of
k-witnesses with the same landmark set will generate a corre-
sponding Delaunay simplex. In particular, for eachk-witness
p, k ≥ 3, we output for eachk-tuple in the witness landmark
setLk(p) a k−1-dimensional simplex that implicitly includes
all its faces. These simplices are collected to be embedded
in the next step. The embedding of the Delaunay complex
is the only centralized operation in the algorithm. Once the
Delaunay complex is embedded, its realization is disseminated
to the entire network to localize the rest of the nodes. Notice
that since the Delaunay complex is a compact structure whose
size depends on the network geometric complexity, and since
only Voronoi nodes are involved in embedding it, the cost
of collection and dissemination is substantially smaller than
the cost of collecting the entire connectivity graph for any
centralized localization algorithm.

5) Embed Delaunay complex:In brief, we choose one
simplex, embed it as a starting point, and then embed each
neighboring simplex side-by-side to the one already embed-
ded. As mentioned earlier, twok-witnesses (k ≥ 3) with
different landmark sets are connected throughm-witnesses
with 2 ≤ m < k. Thus each simplex we extract must share an
edge with a neighboring simplex and the 2 simplices cannot
overlap, so the embedding is unambiguous. For example,
suppose a simplexS is already embedded, and we want
to embed a neighboring simplex (triangle)S′ that shares a
common edge withS. We use bilateration to find the 2 possible
positions for the third landmark ofS′ that has not yet been
embedded and choose the one that does not causeS and S′

to overlap.
Since we ran our new algorithm on more complicated

topologies than what our original algorithm was capable of,
we encountered many high dimensional simplices (see for
example the sun shape in Figure 10). In this case we embed
each high-dimensional simplex using multi-lateration to the
other landmarks of the simplex that are already embedded, in
order to take advantage of all known distance measurements.
Since we only have estimated distances, we solve the optimiza-
tion problem of minimizing the mean square error among the
distances as described in[22]. And as another optimization,
we run a mass-spring relaxation on the simplex in order to
smooth out the distance errors.

We remark that our embedding algorithm only makes sure
that adjacent Delaunay triangles are embedded ‘side-by-side’,
thereby allowing us to get a very good embedding of the
network. However, it does not guarantee a planar embedding—
one part of the network can still curve around and intersect
with another part of the network. It is an NP-hard problem to
find a planar embedding given a planar graph with specified

edge lengths. A particularly challenging scenario is when
embedding a network with a hole and we want to connect
the loop of simplices cycling back to itself. One approach we
use to prevent one simplex from landing atop another is by
setting some boundary lines defined by the first embedded
simplex that no other simplex may cross. If a landmark
goes over this line, it is embedded to the line. This works
well in many cases, and is what we used to get the result
in Figure 9. If a landmark should receive more than one
coordinate assignment (arising from two simplices coming
around the hole), we simply embed it at the centroid of its
different assignments. However the above steps do not ensure
planarity, and can even introduce flipped simplices, as can
be seen in the flower and music images of Figure 10, and
elsewhere. We emphasize that our algorithm guarantees correct
orientation of the simplices, but once other heuristics are
applied, the guarantees no longer hold. It still remains for
future work to develop efficient approximation algorithms with
theoretical guarantees for planar graph embedding.

6) Network localization:When the Delaunay complex is
embedded and disseminated to all the nodes, each non-
landmark node uses its hop count estimation to 3 (or more)
landmarks to trilaterate its own location (as in the atomic
trilateration in [21]).

IV. SIMULATION

We conducted extensive simulations under various scenarios
to evaluate how well our algorithm extracts the network
topology and how performance is affected by different factors
such as node density, or communication model (quasi-UDG,
probabilistic model, etc.). Typically our examples have an
average node degree of around 10, but we also get good per-
formance for average degree as low as 6. We also demonstrate
a good result for a special case where nodes are aligned on a
perfect grid having an average degree of 4. We evaluate the
communication cost of our algorithm at the end.
Influence of node density.Theoretically, our algorithm per-
forms better under higher node density since the hop-count
distance between nodes is a better approximation of the
geodesic distance between them.

Figure 7 shows the results of networks with different
densities but with the same communication range. Notice that
when the average degree is below 7, not all selected landmarks
are on the boundary, as Voronoi edges may be broken at small
holes in the network. The performance deteriorates when the
average degree drops below 6, when error accumulation by
using hop-count distance becomes too large to use for an
accurate embedding.
Influence of network communication models. We also
evaluate our algorithm on connectivity models other than unit
disk graph model, in particular,quasi-unit disk graph model
(quasi-UDG)and probabilistic connectivity model. In quasi-
UDG, two nodes are connected by an edge if the Euclidean
distance between them is no greater than a parameterα, α ≤ 1,
and are not connected by an edge if the Euclidean distance is
larger than 1. If the Euclidean distanced is in the range(α, 1],
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Fig. 7. The embedding results for networks of different node densities. The
communication ranges are the same for all 4 networks. The first row shows
the ground truth; the second row shows our embedding of the landmark nodes.
From left to right the models depicted have (i) 3887 nodes, avg. degree 10.28.
(ii) 3044 nodes, avg. degree 7.6. (iii) 2680 nodes, avg. degree 6.3. (iv) 2320
nodes, avg. degree 5.7.

we include this edge with probability(1 − d)/(1 − α). In the
probabilistic connectivity model, we start with the unit disk
graph model and remove each edge with probability1 − β.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
Fig. 8. Effect of network communication models on the embedding. The first
row shows the ground truth; the second row is our embeddings of the landmark
nodes. All the networks have 3887 nodes and the same communication range.
From left to right the models depicted are (i) quasi-UDG model, avg. degree
6.4, α = 0.6 (ii) quasi-UDG model, avg. degree 5.6,α = 0.5 (iii) delete
each edge with probability1− β. β = 0.6, avg. degree 6.2 (iv) Same model
as (iii), β = 0.5, avg. degree 5.0.

We show some representative cases in Figure 8. (i) and (ii)
use the quasi-UDG model. (iii) and (iv) use the probabilistic
model. We have good embedding results even whenα or β =
0.6 with an average degree of around 6. Whenα or β = 0.5,
the algorithm starts to deteriorate.
Comparison with our previous work [19]. Since the new
algorithm does not depend on boundary detection, it not only
avoids the computationally expensive operation of detecting
the network boundary, but can work under conditions where
the boundary detection would give poor results, causing an
unsatisfactory outcome. Figure 9 is a network with nodes laid
out on a perfect grid with an average degree of only around
4. This is an example that will not work using our previous
algorithm as boundary detection will fail. As far as we know,
no known boundary detection algorithm can work on networks
with such low average degree. Figure 9(i)(ii) shows the ground
truth and embedding result of the new algorithm. Note the
low degree does cause some locally inaccurately embedded

pieces. At two top corners, the triangles are degenerate as
the hypotenuse has exactly the same length as the other 2
sides measured by hop-count in the grid network. Nevertheless
we still capture the topology and the global geometry rather
faithfully. Figure 9(iii) is the boundary detection resultusing
the method in[26], which generates a Delaunay Complex that
does not capture the network geometry (Figure 9(iv)).

We do not explicitly compare with other localization algo-
rithms with network connectivity information only, for exam-
ple, multi-dimensional scaling (MDS)[24]. There is already
a thorough comparison of MDS with our previous algorithm
in [19].

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Fig. 9. A perfect grid network. 3388 nodes, avg. degree 3.87. (i) theDelaunay
complex extracted from the Voronoi cells of the landmarks using the new
algorithm. (ii) the embedding result. (iii) the boundary detection result. (iv)
the Delaunay complex result using the previous algorithm.

(i) (ii) (iii)
Fig. 10. Running our algorithm on different topologies. The first rowis
windows shape, 6495 nodes, avg. degree 9.97. The second row is sun shape,
5217 nodes, avg. degree 10.3. The third row is flower shape, 8350 nodes, avg.
degree 9.14. The fourth row is music shape, 6176 nodes, avg. degree 10.2.
Columns: (1) the ground truth. (2) the embedded landmark nodes. (3) all the
nodes embedded using multi-lateration to the closest landmark nodes.

Different network topology. We show more results using our
algorithm for a number of networks with convoluted shapes
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in Figure 10.
Communication cost of the algorithm. In the execution
of the incremental landmark selection algorithm, the new
landmarks in different Voronoi cells are selected in parallel
and each new landmark only floods locally in its Voronoi
cell. In one iteration, many Voronoi cells can be refined and
new landmarks selected. We use the number of nodes in each
Voronoi cell to evaluate the communication cost incurred by
adding each new landmark. In Figure 11, we run our algorithm
on a group of networks with the same shape (similar to
Figure 6), the same communication range and different node
densities. We calculate the average number of nodes in each
Voronoi cell in each iteration. The communication cost drops
dramatically after a couple of iterations and the algorithm
typically stops after a small constant number of iterations.

Fig. 11. The average size of the Voronoi cell in each iteration until the
algorithm stops. The size of the network varies from 2680 to 4361.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper is a follow-up of our previous paper[19] solving
the localization problem using connectivity information only.
We develop a new landmark selection algorithm using incre-
mental Delaunay refinement method in a distributed manner.
The new algorithm keeps the good properties (global rigidity
and coverage) needed for localization, and yet is not dependent
on network boundary detection. This allows for a more robust
algorithm, less sensitive to the noisy results of boundary
detection and avoids its high computation cost. Thus our new
algorithm is more applicable in practice, performing well in
networks with low average degree and complex shapes.
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